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Project Theam: 
 
This project is a collection of tools for the administrative 
operations of the Faculty of Automatics and Computer Science. Its 
purpose is to realize a set of applications for the administrative 
stuff who need to access the student’s information in a very 
efficient way. 
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SmartStudent 

 

General presentation 
 

This project is a collection of tools for the administrative 
operations of the Faculty of Automatics and Computer Science. Its 
purpose is to realize a set of applications for the administrative 
stuff who need to access the student’s information in a very 
efficient way. 
 
Functionality 
 
The functionality of the application is different for each category: 
students, administrative stuff and system’s administrator. 

 
In this version of application, it is implemented the basic 
functionality for allowing the students to access the information. 
They are able to visualize the schedule of their group, to add 
requests for certificates, to complete the study agreements and they 
will be able to see their marks. This system also allows them to 
receive news. 

 
The students have access to their own profile to modify their 
password and their email. 

 
The administrative stuff has the possibility to: 

-manage the students’ data 
-add and modify the schedule 
-approve or deny the requests for certificates 
-approve the study agreements 
-add marks 
 

The system’s administrator got the right to manage the users’ 
accounts and to maintain the database. 



 
 
The students’ interface 

 
The applications are realized with Microsoft .NET Compact 
Framework and they are available on Windows CE Pocket PC 
2002 Edition. The same code could be compiled to work on 
Windows 98/2000/XP/2003 for PC systems. 

 
The interface for the students (as well as the others) requires a 
username and a password to login. If validated, the application 
allows the user to access its personal data. So, the student can see 
his schedule (or the schedule to other groups), can require 
certificates (all the standard data are automatically complete by the 
system). 
 
The study agreements is made with the help of an assistant (a 
wizard) who automatically completes the obligatory courses, waits 
for the user to make a choice for the courses he must chose 
between and gives him the possibility to check the optional curses. 
All the other personal data (name, year of study, specialization, 
group, the number of credits for each course and their total 
number) are automatically complete. 
There is the possibility of accessing / viewing the grades from the 
previously attended courses during the current year and also the 
past years; this is done with the help of a tabular style interface. 
Also there is an interface that allows the administrator to modify 
certain data concerning the users account: password, email address. 
It is forbidden to modify an email address without receiving a valid 
answer from the user. The users do not have access to modify their 
personal data such as name and address without the previous 
approval of the administrator stuff. 
 
 
 
 



The Administrative Stuff access interface 
 
The administrative stuff is granted access to the same type of 
interface available for mobile devices as well as for personal 
computers. The access to the system is granted only after the 
proper authentification of the user. The administrative stuff has 
unrestricted access to all the student data. They can create or delete 
users or they can modify their data (address, phone number, 
specialization, group). Also they can update the students’ grades 
on a regular basis. They also can update and modify the schedule 
of a group, as well as approving the list of requests and already 
filed study agreements. The administrative stuff can deny or 
approve the up mentioned paperwork. 
 
The System’s Administrator Interface 
 
The meaning of the system’s administrator is to take care of the 
user’s accounts and to take care of the database’s consistency, as 
well as verify the user’s job and their unauthorized access. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
State of The Art 
 
What is a XML Web Service? 
You can think of a XML Web service as a component that 
provides some useful facility to clients. An XML Web service can 
be thought of a component with a truly global reach. A client gains 
access to an XML Web service using a standard, accepted, and 
well understood protocol (HTTP) and data format based on XML. 
The client’s view of an XML Web service is as an interface that 
exposes a number of well defined methods. 
The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is the protocol used 
by clients for sending requests to, and receiving responses from, 
XML Web services. 
SOAP is a lightweight protocol built on top of HTTP. It is possible 
to exchange SOAP messages over other protocols, but currently, 
only the HTTP bindings for SOAP have been defined. It defines an 
XML grammar, for specifying the names of methods that a client 
wants to invoke on a XML Web service; for defining the 
parameters and return values; and for describing the types of 
parameters and returned values. When a client call an XML Web 
service, it must specify the methods and parameters by using this 
XML grammar.  
SOAP has being adopted as an industry standard. His function is to 
improve cross-platform interoperability. The strength of SOAP is 
it’s simplicity, in addition to the  fact that it is based on other 
industry standard technologies: HTTP and XML.  
The SOAP specification defines a number of things. The most 
important are: 

- the format of a SOAP message 
- how data should be encoded 
- how to send messages (method calls) 
- how to receive responses 
 
POST /SmartStudent/Contracte.amx HTTP/1.1 



Host: localhost 
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8 
Content-Length: 633 
SOAPAction: http://localhoast/webservices/ 
 

A SOAP document is an electronic envelope into which you place 
your payload. The payload consists of tags that describe the 
method you want to invoke and the data that method invocation 
needs to do its job.  
A SOAP package – envelope document has two subelements, 
SOAP:Header and Soap:Body. The SOAP:Header element 
contains information about the transaction. This information is user 
– defined, and its content depends on what you want to achieve. In 
the following example, the SOAP:Header element indicates a 
Transaction element that has a value of 5. The receiving 
application can use value to do something useful. The Transaction 
element is a user-defined namespace called trans. 
<SOAP:Header> 
 <trans:Transaction 
                  
xmlns:trans=http://schemas.microsoft-
lab.pub.ro/transaction.xsd 

     
SOAP:mustUnderstand=”1”>5</trans:Transact
ion> 

</SOAP:Header> 
A SOAP element can have the SOAP:mustUndrstand global 
attribute. This attribute indicates whether a header entry is 
mandatory or optional for the recipient to process. The value of the 
attribute is either 0 or 1.  
The SOAP:Header element is the envelope’s second sub element.. 
For the SOAP request, the body contains tags defined by the 
method you are invoking. These tags contain information that the 
method needs in order to perform the job needed to. For the SOAP 



response document, the SOAP:Body  element contains the data 
created as a result of the message. 
 
 
Implementation 
 
In order to implement the connectivity over the wireless network, 
we used the above described Web Services for our application: 
 
ContracteService.asmx – this Web service has two public methods 
that can be called across the network: 

- public ArrayList GetContractInfo (string studentID) ; 
this method sends back to the client a list of  objects called 
Materii which implies the name of the Course to study and the 
name of the option regarding that Course. 
- public bool SetContractInfo(string studentID, ArrayList 

lista);  
this method return to the web service the list of the Courses, the 
user has chosen and puts them safely into the database 

Logon.asmx – this Web service provides user login accessibility 
- public User Authenticate(string username, string password) ; 
this method searches the database for the user name received 
and if it founds it replies with an User object that helps keeping 
track of the user’s profile. 
- private static string CreateSalt(int size); 
- private static string CreatePasswordHash(string pwd, string 

salt); 
The last two methods create an hash code for the user’s 
password which is stored into the database. When some user 
wants to login, the CreatePasswordHash method is invoked and 
the result it returns is compared with the string stored in the 
database, if they match it means that the password of the user is 
correct, and the user can be granted access to the system. 

Adeverinta.asmx – this Web service provides users accessibility 
with his/her’s request to the Administrative Stuff. 



- public bool GetAdevInfo(string studentiD, string textAdev);  
this method inserts the text the user needs on his/hers request 
into the database. 
- public int PostAdevInfo(string studentID); which gives infos 

about the status of the request. 
 

 



 


